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Artificial Intelligence (AI) in IoT is a unique aspect of information
technology that reacts and function similarly to a humans‟ mind,
creating automation. AI in IoT enables emulation of human
intelligence to solve problems and learn to understand the high
level of activities based on human-driven aspects, decision
making, and the emotional cycle. However, users are yet to realize
the full potential of AI in IoT systems, rendering it hard to
discover and develop effective solutions to the multiple challenges
encompassing this emerging technology. The challenges and issues
are numerous, including difficulty in data acquisition and storage,
ethics and morality issues, inadequate computation speed, flawed
algorithms, weak controls and standards to help to cope up with
the emerging technologies of AI in IoT, meeting human level,
heavy power requirements for computing, and limited knowledge.
Fortunately, some approaches can be employed to mitigate the
mentioned problems and evade the adverse effects that may result
from them. Examples of these approaches include establishing a
long-term vision of implementation, engaging different
stakeholders to support collection of huge amounts of data,
controlling compliance and governance in an organization, and
employing software systems to help eradicate flaws in programs.

1. Introduction

effective operation of AI in IoT systems require

The growing urge by today‟s businesses to

that the data fed be sufficient and flawless

embrace AI in IoT in their operation is

failure to which the systems' results and

supported by the need to adopt automation and

predictions become compromised. However, the

secure

collaboration between Artificial Intelligence and

competitive

advantage.

However,
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IoT has the potential to revolutionize the

the internal information about the projects on

functioning

and

which they are working, which was a barrier in

economies by availing intelligent machines,

this research. We used the information which

including robots in manufacturing, and retail

they have mentioned on websites andutilize that

analytics that simulates smart behavior and

data to understand that how AI enabled IoT is

makes a decision with little or no human

working in real world and these companies are

intervention. Whereas AI-enabled IoT has

the top revenue generated companies in AI

numerous

boosting

enabled IoT domain. A comparison was made

operational efficiency, elimination of expensive

among these sources to validate the challenges

unplanned

risk

and issues to ensure that they were accurate and

management, it has several security issues and

consistent. A similar comparison among the

challenges. Examples include difficulty in data

used sources was conducted to validate the

acquisition and storage, inadequate computation

solutions to the challenges and issues facing AI

speed, flawed algorithms, weak controls and

in IoT. In this context, challenges were regarded

standards to help to cope with the emerging

as obstacles that can be overcome and one can

technologies in the AI-enabled IoT arena,

decide to set them aside and continue at any

meeting human level, heavy power requirements

given time while they still exist. Conversely,

for

issues were treated as difficulties that hinder

of

industries,

benefits,

including

downtime,

computing,

businesses,

and

and

limited

better

knowledge.

Nevertheless, they can be counteracted through

achievement of specific goals.

engaging different stakeholders to support

Table 1: Companies that are working in AI enabled IoT

collection of huge amounts of data, controlling

Company
Name
VxChange
Rapid7

compliance and governance in an organization,
and employing software systems to help

Sentrian
Maana
Neura

eradicate flaws in programs.

2. Research Methodology
To

unravel

the

challenges

and

issues

compounding AI in IoT, more than thirty-five
sources

constituting

journal

articles

and

company websitesmentioned in table 1 were

Verous
Systems
Augury
Systems

utilized.We have visited the websites and found
them who are working in AI enabled IoT and

Ring

contacted them to provide some of the

Comfy

information about the projects on which they are

Business sector
IoT, AI, Networking
Information security solutions, AI
enabled IoT
AI enabled IoT medical field.
Machine Learning , AI , IOT, BigData
Intelligently transform (AI )customer
engagement by delivering behavioral
attributes and real-time
Uses machine learning to isolate electrical
problems in motor-driven devices which
are based on AI enabled IoT.
Augury's machine health AI predicts
machine failures in and prescribes exactly
when and how to correct them.
Home security systems, Home
automation.
Robotics for commercial use, harmonize
energy

working unfortunately, they denied to provide
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et al., 2017; Sahinaslan, 2019). (Soni, 2020;

2.1 Research Questions




What are some of the challenges and

Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2019). (Lo‟ai &

issues

Saldamli, 2019). (Lo‟ai & Saldamli, 2021;

encompassing

the

emerging

technologies of AI in IoT?

Harbers et al., 2018).

What are some of the approaches and

4. Issues of Artificial Intelligence in IoT

solutions that can be embraced to

One of the most significant issues of AI in IoT is

overcome AI in IoT‟s challenges and

data acquisition and storage since the systems

issues?

hinge upon sensor data as their input. A

3. Results

substantial amount of sensor data is gathered

On performing a critical comparison of the

during validation of AI in IoT systems and the

different sources used, some of the most

presence of irrelevant and noisy data results in

significant issues and challenges facing AI in

obstruction since they are difficult to store and

IoT include difficulty in data acquisition and

evaluate. Besides, AI-enabled IoT devices

storage (Pabby & Kumar, 2017; Mohanta et al.,

operate well when a huge amount of quality and

2020), ethics and morality issues (Stahl, 2021;

relevant data is fed making algorithms more

Zandberg et al., 2019), inadequate computation

robust (Pabby & Kumar, 2017; Mohanta et al.,

speed (Lo‟ai & Saldamli, 2019; Tawalbeh et al.,

2020). Consequently, much need to be done on

2020), flawed algorithms (Bertino & Islam,

data quality and relevance since they have

2017), weak controls and standards to help to

profound

cope up with the emerging technologies (Bertino

predictions to realize greater stability and

& Islam, 2017; Kolias et al., 2017) of AI in

precision

IoT, difficulty in meeting human level, heavy

Alongside difficulty in data acquisition and

power requirements for computing (Mellit et al.,

storage, ethics and morality constitute another

2020; Lv et al., 2021), and limited knowledge

problem of AI in IoT (Stahl, 2021; Zandberg et

on AI in IoT (McCarthy, 1987; Georgios et al.,

al., 2019). The technical training that developers

2019).

are instituting in AI bots is rendering it difficult

However, approaches, including establishing a

to distinguish between a machine and real

long-term vision of implementation, engaging

customer service representative since they can

different stakeholders to support collection of

flawlessly

huge amounts of data, controlling compliance

(Bertino & Islam, 2017). AI in IoT‟salgorithms

and governance in an organization, employing

is executed based on the assumptions of the data

software systems, and exercising transparency

it is groomed on, and it can, therefore, disregard

by organizations constitute some of the solutions

the accuracy of data (Bertino & Islam, 2017).

to issues and challenges facing AI in IoT(Albishi

For instance, if an algorithm is groomed on data

implications

of

emulate

on

AI

human

outcomes

in

and

IoT.

conversations
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that mirrors racism, the resultant output will

result from poor data governance and flawed

reflect it rather than automatically rectifying it.

algorithm, enabling hackers to access a user‟s

Additionally, some prevailing algorithms have

personal

mislabeled

blacks

is

typically acts as a feedstock (Saracevic et al.,

unethical

(Zewdie.

2020).

2020; Mahmoud et al., 2015). Therefore,

devices‟

developing flawless algorithms is challenging to

algorithms need to be refined to make them fair,

developers of AI in IoT systems, which risks an

particularly when employed by private and

organization‟s profit since it is subjects to the

corporate

traps of legal challenges.

Consequently,

as

„gorillas‟
&

Girma,

AI-enabled

persons

which

IoT

(Stahl,

2021).

identification

information,

which

Additionally, inadequate computation speed

New AI-enabled IoT devices are developed

entails another major problem of AI in IoT. AI

daily all with hidden susceptibilities primarily

in IoT require high levels of computational

due to lack of adherence to standards by

speeds availed by high-end processors (Mellit et

manufacturers. Manufacturers do not spend

al., 2020;

Lv et al., 2021). However, these

sufficient time and resources to address the

processors are usually expensive in terms of cost

vulnerabilities encompassing these devices,

and infrastructural requirements, hindering their

rendering it one of the primary causes of AI in

general embracement in AI in IoT technology.

IoT security issues. For example, a smart

With the gradual growth of the quantity of data

refrigerator may read Gmail login credentials,

for

many

processing,

the

computation

speed

Bluetooth

fitness

trackers

maintain

requirement also heightens (Lv et al., 2021). In

visibility after the initial pairing, and smart

this regard, there is a need to develop next-gen

fingerprint locks can be hacked since they can

computational infrastructure resolves to cater to

be controlled using a Bluetooth key with a

the growing computational requirements as the

similar MAC address (Sujithra & Padmavathi,

volume

expands.

2016; Helmi et al., 2017). Absence of universal

Erroneous algorithms denote another malady

IoT security standards further deteriorates the

encountered by developers in the real world and

situation

can cause legal menaces to the organization.

developing devices with little or no security

Weak algorithms containing inappropriate sets

considerations in the design process of these

of data can adversely affect a company‟s profit

devices. Consequently, AI-enabled IoT devices

since

and

are launched with inherent security perils,

unfavorable predictions that are susceptible to

including insecure data transfer and storage,

legal actions (Lo‟ai & Saldamli, 2019; Tawalbeh

inadequate update mechanisms, and hardware

et

2015).

maladies. In this regard, non-compliance by AI-

Furthermore, issues such as data breaches can

enabled IoT devices‟ manufacturers due to lack

al.,

of

they

data

can

2020),

for

processing

produce

(Yousuf

incorrect

et

al.,

since

manufacturers

continue
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of universal IoT security standards constitutes

correctly predict the output almost every time

one of the considerable issues with IoT devices

(Hussein,

which can be overcome through standardization

2020).Contrarily, for an AI in IoTmodel to

(Helmi et al., 2017; Yousuf et al., 2015).

achieve a similar performance as humans, more

(Mahmoud et al., 2015).

effort would be required including, exceptional

5. Challenges of Artificial Intelligence

fine-tuning, hyper-parameter, huge dataset, and

Technologies that enable Artificial Intelligence

error-free algorithms, among others, which

in IoTdevices to run effectively constitute one of

much work (Lo‟ai & Saldamli, 2019; Tawalbeh

the major challenges surrounding these systems.

et

The

poor

Consequently, despite unceasing efforts to fine-

designation and implementation of AI in

tune AI in IoT models to realize maximum

IoTsystems by employing different protocols

accuracy,

and technologies that establish multifaceted

rendering it a real struggle to reach human-level

configurations, limited interfaces for AI in

performance.

IoTdevices to synchronize with security devices

Huge amount of computing power consumed by

and applications, and undefined audit and

AI in IoTdevices due to the power-hungry

logging standards for these elements (Yousuf et

algorithms that they employ constitutes another

al., 2015; Mahmoud et al., 2015). Besides, the

challenge compounding AI in IoT (Sodhro et al.,

unavailability of procedures for AI- based

2019). The escalated power consumption is

incident response activities and standards for

mainly due to the systems‟overreliance on

substantiation and authorization constitute other

machine learning and deep learning which

technological

2021).

require ever-increasing cores and GPUs to

Consequently, advancements in technologies

operate effectively (Lv et al., 2021; Liang et al.,

that enable systems of AI in IoT to operate

2020). Besides, numerous domains that borrows

without standardization and controls pose a

from AI‟s knowledge and concepts such as

major challenge (Coeckelbergh, 2020).

asteroid tracking and tracing of cosmic bodies

Alongside the lack of standardization and

use supercomputers that consume huge amounts

controls for AI in IoT systems, meeting human-

of power (Liang et al., 2020). Therefore, power

level is another significant challenge. Although

consumption in AI remains a challenge due to

these systems can have an accuracy of above

incorporation of power-hungry algorithms which

90%, humans perform better (Thilakarathne,

is a factor shunning away multiple developers

2020) (Hussein, 2019;

(Park & Park, 2016; Cooper & James, 2009).

technological

hurdles

challenges

include

(Stahl,

Vaidya & Mouftah,

al.,

2019;

2020),

they

Vaidya

(Yousuf

continue

knowledge

&

et

al.,

showing

about

Mouftah,

2015).

errors,

2020). For instance, in a model to foretell what

Inadequate

Artificial

is contained in a given image, humans can

Intelligence in Internet of Things remains a
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challenge despite it being a better option to

& Rambow-Hoeschele, 2018) (Yoon et al.,

replace some traditional systems. As a result,

2015). Consequently, IoT devices manufacturers

numerous individuals, excluding technology

need to contend with the skepticism of

aficionados, some university students, and

customers and address their concerns

researchers, are unaware of AI in IoT‟spotential.

accordingly.

For instance, multiple small and medium

6. Solutions to Artificial Intelligence’

enterprises (SMEs) can schedule their work and

Issues and Challenges

learn innovative approaches using AI in

The adoption of AI in IoT continues being the

IoTsystems to improve their performance,

driving-goal of numerous business strategies, yet

manage resources more effectively, and track

data storage and acquisition is still a problem.

consumer behavior to efficiently respond to

However,

market needs which they cannot due to limited

execution instead of an urge for immediate and

(McCarthy,1987;

having

a

long-term

vision

of

Georgios et al.,

short-term gains and amassing huge pools of

2019). Poor AI in IoTskills can also act as

data can aid to overcome the problem (Lo‟ai &

loopholes

Saldamli, 2021; Sujithra & Padmavathi, 2016).

knowledge

for

malicious

activities

since

incompetent users and workers can be tricked

Consequently,

easily through social engineering by employing

technologists, business strategists, and product

psychological manipulation to lure them into

specialists, among others need to be involved to

security mistakes (Sujithra & Padmavathi, 2016;

realize change and collect a substantial amount

Helmi et al., 2017) (Gupta, 2019). Subsequently,

of data (Mohanta et al., 2020; Bertino & Islam,

firms need to undertake training and programs

2017). However, the teams should be monitored

aiming

keenly

to

elevate

skills

on

AI-enabled

to

new

ensure

that

teams,

a

including

consistent

and

IoTsystems through strategies such as availing

harmonious approach is employed and a long-

additional insightful workshops, newsletters, and

term vision is realized (Georgios et al., 2019;

bulletins to overcome the severe impacts the

Lo‟ai & Saldamli, 2021). In this regard, AI in

challenge might cause.

IoT systems can only comprehend trends and

Alongside the challenges aforementioned above,

nuances by having relevant, well-defined, and

customer skepticism about AI in IoT systems

quality data which can be achieved by engaging

entail another challenge. For instance, according

different stakeholders and working closely with

to a survey performed by Dutch cyber-security,

large firms that have experienced rewards from

90% of IoT device users are doubtful about IoT

AI in IoT.

security because they are concerned that hackers

Regulating compliance and governance is a

may get unauthorized access to their devices and

potential solution to the critical challenges

steal important data (Newman, 2019; Andorka

encompassing the intensified AI in IoT adoption
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without standardization. As a result, companies

from causing harm to the connected devices

should not only be required to adhere to the

(Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2019). They can

ever-changing compliance rules but also be

also detect issues in a sensor such as spikes. In

allowed to leverage their data and analytics

this regard, engaging security analytics along

across the organization to improve awareness of

with reliable software systems to detect errors is

their business‟ performance. Besides, companies

vital in overcoming security issues since they

should not just collect data but also be capable

can gather valuable information to aid in the

of evaluating it efficiently and effectively for

prevention

regulatory reporting needs and strategic business

User skepticism about AI in IoT„s reliance can

planning (Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2019;

be overcome through exercising transparency to

Mahmoud et al., 2015). In this regard,

earn customer trust. Organizations should be

companies

are

ready to disclose to their customers about the

complying with regulatory requirements and be

data collected from them, how it is utilized and

able to analyze their data efficiently and

stored, and measures put in place to secure it.

effectively.

They should also be made aware of the

Flawed algorithms constitute another major

procedures they should take in case their devices

challenge that can, however, be overcome by

are compromised and what alternative to take

developing reliable software systems. The

should the company experience a data breach.

software systems will aid in detecting errors in

Consequently, organizations should consider

programs,

and

disclosing some of the details stipulated above to

identifying best practices. Engaging security

dispel misconceptions they may have about AI

analytics is also vital, especially for less

inIoT security and instill confidence in them.

experienced developers, to aid in minimizing

7.Conclusion

maladies and susceptibilities (Georgios et al.,

Overall, Artificial Intelligence in IoT is a

2019).

2019)

technology that is capable of mimicking

Security analytics are capable of enhancing

humans‟ aspects such as decision making and

reliability in terms of AI in IoT‟spredictions by

problem-solving to conduct specific activities

assembling and scrutinizing data from diverse

independently

sources (Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2019;

adoption is coupled with numerous benefits,

Georgios et al., 2019). Besides, they can identify

including

malicious glitches within an AI in IoTsystem by

elimination of expensive unplanned downtime,

comparing data from diverse domains. After

and better risk management. However, the

conducting the correlation, the security analytics

technology is compounded by challenges that

remedy the identified anomalies and deter them

have

should

ensure

identifying

Alhalafi

&

that

they

susceptibilities,

Veeraraghavan,

of

through

boosted

hindered

threats.

automation.

operational

organizations

Their

efficiency,

from

fully
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embracing it in their operation. Examples of

human level in AI-enabled IoT devices to

these problems include difficulty in data

simulate

acquisition and storage, inadequate computation

accuracy.

speed,
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